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We're all familiar We're all familiar 
with hypertext links on the Web. with hypertext links on the Web. 

But what is a virtual world hyperlink?But what is a virtual world hyperlink?

A bit of basis first you are familiar with A bit of basis first you are familiar with 
virtual worlds. SecondLife, InWorlz, virtual worlds. SecondLife, InWorlz, 
OSGrid to name a few. These are  OSGrid to name a few. These are  

assembly of sims  regions that are  assembly of sims  regions that are  
256m x 256m in size256m x 256m in size. . 
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We're all familiar We're all familiar 
with the  Web. with the  Web. 

Visiting a virtual worldVisiting a virtual world
jumping form region to region jumping form region to region 

  is like going from page to page inis like going from page to page in
a web sitea web site

Would you stick to one web site Would you stick to one web site 
on the internet  on the internet  

NO!! NO!! 
So why stick to So why stick to 

one virtual world?one virtual world?..
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All interconnected in a network All interconnected in a network 
that you can navigate that you can navigate 

with your viewerwith your viewer
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OK OK 
BUT NOW HOWBUT NOW HOW

DOES IT WORK???DOES IT WORK???
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How do we access 
The HYPEGIRDS

You need to be in 
HYPERGIRD

(Osgrid and other OpenSim)  

- clic a gate build for hypergrid
- find a hypergrid listing and clic on it. 
- use the map search with a hyperlink

  



  

- clic a gate build for hypergrid- clic a gate build for hypergrid
These are menu driven gatesThese are menu driven gates
spreaded accross hypergrids spreaded accross hypergrids 
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- find a hypergrid- find a hypergrid
  listing and clic on it listing and clic on it 

Google is your friend thereGoogle is your friend there
Exemple is  :Exemple is  :

http://www.hyperica.comhttp://www.hyperica.com
  



  

YYou can also open the Map window  ou can also open the Map window  
and copy-and-paste the hypergrid and copy-and-paste the hypergrid 

address into the search box. address into the search box. 
Click on the “Search” button and then Click on the “Search” button and then 

click teleport once the destinations click teleport once the destinations 
appears on the listappears on the list
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4FREEDOM 4FREEDOM 
- Hypergrid portal -- Hypergrid portal -

http://4freedom.a.wiki-http://4freedom.a.wiki-
site.com/index.php/Hypergridportalsite.com/index.php/Hypergridportal
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